
This chart provides starting parameters for calculating speeds and feeds. Actual feeds and speeds will depend on 

many variables including machine tool condition, rigidity, workpiece size and shape, tool extension, depth of cut, 

etc. If you have questions regarding a specific application please contact us.

General Operating Guidelines
Chip Load: Cut with an adequate chip load. Light chip loads can cause inserts to rub, 

rather than cut causing chatter and premature wear. Light radial cuts may require higher 

advances per tooth to counteract chip thinning.

Feed Rate: Reduce feed rate by 50% when entering and exiting a cut to reduce the 

shock of the interrupted cut.

Effective Cutting Edges: When calculating feed rate, use the effective number of inserts 

specified for the cutter. For staggered tooth slotting, this is 1/2 the total number of inserts.

Effective Cutter Diameter: Use an Effective Cutter Diameter when calculating RPM for 

tools with varying diameters like angle mills, countersinks, and corner rounding tools. 

Effective Cutter Diameter = (Major Diameter + Minor Diameter) divided by 2.

Cut Direction: Climb milling is recommended in most applications. Conventional milling 

may be necessary in older machines to minimize backlash. It can also extend insert life in 

sandy, scaly, welded or work hardened material.

Staggered Tooth Slotting: 
• To calculate a starting radial depth of cut, multiply the cutter diameter by 0.10.

• If the cutter is engaged on both sides (as in t-slotting) reduce SFM to 75% of posted 

values and reduce chip loads to 50% of posted values.

Plunge Milling: When plunge milling, reduce the cutting data by 30%.

Speed Adjustments
Use lower end speeds 

when:
Use higher end speeds 

when:

Cutting harder materials Cutting softer materials

Taking heavy cuts Taking light cuts

Insert wear is a problem Productivity is too low

Finish is poor

Feed Adjustments
Use lower end speeds 

when:
Use higher end speeds 

when:

Fixturing or part is frail Fixturing & part are sturdy

Tool overhang ratio is high Tool overhang ratio is low

Narrow width slotting Using wider, heavier cutter

Insert chipping occurs Finish is not important

Finishing Taking light radial cuts

Deep slotting
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